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MATERIAL

Mineral composite is a high-quality and extremely stable composite material.
It consists of approx. 80% natural minerals (e.g. marble powder or sandstone/quartz sand)
which are bonded with customised resins. This material is surrounded by a colouring resin layer.
The washbasins are suitable for use in educational institutions.*

PRODUCT ADVANTAGES

∙ Washbasins made in one casting without sharp edges or crossovers at the corners and 
  support/holding options
∙ High-gloss
∙ Hygienic, pore-free surface
∙ Easy care
∙  Durable: Chipped off material and burn marks can be repaired using polishing 
  compound or special repair kits (areas with coloured marks are excluded)
∙ Pleasantly warm to touch
∙ Long life
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CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE

∙  For cleaning we recommend the usual, non-scouring or abrasive cleaning products, e.g. Pril, Ajax glass cleaner, 
Frosch vinegar-based and citrus cleaner

∙   Remove any dirt that occurs immediately if possible. We recommend using a clean, damp and soft all-purpose 
or sponge cloth and hand-hot water. Cleaning products are then often not necessary. Please then rub dry

∙  Spilt, aggressive substances should be removed immediately 
∙  The washbasins are resistant to most chemicals. This does not include highly concentrated acids and lyes
∙ High water temperature change resistance up to 65 °C
∙  Equally, higher water temperatures, for example while performing thermal disinfection, cannot harm the wash- 

basin surface; it is resistant up to 80 °C for an exposure period of 5 minutes 
∙   Protect the mineral composite surfaces from extreme light and heavy, sharp-edged, scratching and hot, caustic, 
acidic objects

∙  Use a fine-grained polishing paste (e.g. car polish) for special care of washbasins made of mineral composite 
(areas with coloured marks are excluded)

∙  *Commercially available paints for children (finger paint, topcoat paint, primary paint, tempera block paint and 
acrylic paint) can be removed without residue. Should slight discolouration occur, it can be removed with the  
polish from the repair kit (Art. 57978).

INSTALLATION

∙  The washbasins may only be installed by persons who are familiar with installing the product and have  
appropriate qualifications for their activity

∙  The wall of the installation area must be flat, firm and capable of taking the load
∙  The washbasins are intended for installation with a hanger bolt (hanger bolts are not included in the scope of 
supply)

∙  Loading capacity to EN 14688 up to 150 kg
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